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Introduction
The human experience is inherently limited, a framed segment of much broader space.
Our sensory input is based on limited receptors that enable us to read only a fraction of what
exists outside of us. What we perceive as a color, a note, or a texture is merely a personal
translation of the accessible spectrum of light, sound, or tactile information.
We perceive only what could pass through our senses and we can fully understand it only by
giving it a name. Creating a world in which we can orient ourselves, a world of objects.
I am interested in this process of articulation, in the way an experience is being captured, takes a
form, and eventually turns into information that could be shared, like signs or words.
It seems like this process is deeply embedded in human nature, as if we were always busy
articulating information from the unknown.
Throughout history, humankind has developed countless theories and tools to articulate the
outside world, making light-years distant galaxies or microscopic creatures visible and
understandable. This process could be called science, but I see the human tendency to explain
what is beyond our reach also as a substantial element of art and religion.
Science, art, and religion are all systems that are rooted in Ontology, the study of being.
The theories, the methods and the conclusions they provide are not only dealing with the
question of being but they particularly concern our existence in the world.
These three different systems can articulate the world we are being thrown into, as Heidegger
puts it, relying on a long lineage of researchers that lived long before our time.
The enormous database that was accumulated by these three systems doesn’t only provide
knowledge and proper terms for the objects around us, but it also narrates our relations with
them. The work of Copernicus was revolutionary not only because it gave humanity a better idea
about the location of our planet, but it also changed ideas about our significance in the world,
causing a historical division between science and religion. These new ideas made Renaissance
society rethink their position as the center of the universe, which accordingly changed science, art,
and also religious views.
Taking a more holistic approach to the human experience and examining it as the interrelations
between different systems, is what led my interest from the Fine Arts to Scenography.
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As a visual artist, I saw how my work always looked different once it left my studio. I realized
that an art piece is in a constant dialogue with other works and other contexts, achieving its full
artistic potential when it’s no longer a subject only to my specific point of view.
I am inspired by the ways our relative understanding manifests itself in museums and theaters,
and I had the luck to witness the ways these spaces are combining juxtaposition, timing, and
structures into a truly transformative experience.
I believe that what made those performances and exhibitions so mind-changing is their capability
to trigger a realization of scenographic connections between things that at first glance could seem
entirely different and separated. These connections opened the physical space and went beyond
technical connections between architecture, light, and sound, to more metaphysical connections,
revealing a greater common essence.
The idea of a greater common essence which subsists the physical dimension, made me take a
deeper look into religious Scenography that could be found in temples, rituals, and ceremonies.
What makes religious Scenography unique is the ways it conveys a connection with a supernatural
world that is beyond the human perspective.
By meticulously assembling space, time, movement, music, and imagery religions attempt to
reach the heavens and create an experience that transcends humanity's earthly limitations.
Performing religious experiences also serve humanity to act out their relations with the world.
Performative acts of worship are based on the notion that human beings should embody a higher
common essence in their actions, as part of their divine role on the earth.
Celebrating the new year, a birthday of a god, or a day for the dead, is not only a display of
religious faith but also the fulfillment of the human potential as Potentia Oboedientialis1- beings
that are open to god's grace.
For generations, the notion of a divine role gave humanity a sense of significance, the same
significance that was put into question once we discovered the size and the location of our planet
in the infinite universe.
In this document, I would like to discover the possibilities for religious experiences to emerge by
using the practice and the theory of contemporary scenography.
I would like to see how religious terms like “source”, “spirit” and “divine” that refer to the
unknown, could be incorporated into a performance and have a certain meaning outside of
structured religions, in a world that is becoming less religious and more skeptical about
spirituality.

1

Aquinas T. Selected Philosophical Writings. Oxford University Press, 1993, p.23
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By referencing my work and the works of other artists, I would like to see how Scenographics irritate
the disciplined orders of world and could be used to create an inclusive religious experience, that
could mediate a greater essence using religion as well as science, and art.
To mediate between these three systems, I chose to frame this document by four concepts that I
reckon to be broad enough to have religious as well as secular aspects. These four topics sum my
research during this program, and I see them as practical and theoretical approaches towards
what exists beyond the human perspective.

Sewa Dhaam, Den Haag. A Hindu temple that I visited frequently during the program.

2

Hann 2018: Int.
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Why this? Why now?
Have you ever heard of the madman who on a bright morning lighted a lantern and ran to the market-place calling
out unceasingly: "I seek God! I seek God!" - As there were many people standing about who did not believe in
God, he caused a great deal of amusement. Why! is he lost? said one. Has he strayed away like a child? said
another. Or does he keep himself hidden? Is he afraid of us? Has he taken a sea-voyage? Has he emigrated?3
While discussing the religious experience, it might seem necessary to discuss the main character
in the story of every religion - god.
The king of kings, the archetype of all archetypes deserves, of course, to be mentioned in this
document, but I am not going to pursue him in my work nor to discuss his existence.
Instead, I would like to address the human attempt to reach what is beyond the human
perspective, Developing a system of connections that led humanity to come up with religion and
eventually, with the word “god”.
The power of the word “god” is that it is not attached to a shared mental image. Although it
seems like religions were able to create some agreements about the role and the nature of god, I
believe that the number of meanings behind this word is equal to the number of human beings
that have ever lived on this planet.
And because I am is interested to give space for individual interpretation and beliefs, I would like
to respect any possible meaning of the word “god” by not basing my research on one religious
doctrine. By letting god or gods be whatever they could be.
It is further stated that the madman made his way into different churches on the same day, and there intoned his
Requiem aeternam deo. When led out and called to account, he always gave the reply: "What are these churches
now, if they are not the tombs and monuments of God?4
Almost a century and a half after god officially died in that book, I am still interested in the
tombs and in the monuments that are mentioned in it. Like regular tombs, their purpose is not to
serve the dead but to support the living ones that are left behind.
I am interested in the need that those tombs fulfill in the hearts of those who still frequent them,
and I am interested in the alternatives to those monuments that modern society has to offer.

3
4

Nietzsche F. 1882:119
Nietzsche F. 2001:120
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Could sports, culture, and scientific knowledge fill the space that religion left in modern daily life?
How could one find personal redemption, faith, or spirituality in a world that generally
recognizes only what could be measured and quantified?
Even though god and religion became outdated, something we overcame a long time ago as an
enlightened society, I believe that their social and psychological functions didn’t die yet.

rom the VR Church website.
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Infinity

In a world of objects, infinity could be thought of as an unmeasurable space that exists beyond
the finite perception of space-time. This space might be sensed but not fully understood since it
is not defined by objects or measures that are compatible with the human perspective. Therefore
it doesn’t contain something, but it is an expression of anything that could happen at once, an
infinite potential like Borges’ Aleph.
To encounter such inconceivable phenomena, it would be necessary to transcend the limited
reality by hacking our relations-seeking brain and somehow let in the ultimate totality.
In that sense, infinity is not superior to our object-based world but it is a pre-formulated
condition that exists before our fragmenting understanding is fully activated. When things are not
yet things and there is no division between the observation and the observer.
Although many religious rituals try to converse with infinity and to create a bridge between the
finite and the infinite, they usually don't provide their followers with direct ways to transcend
human nature.
Most religions deliver a second-hand experience of infinity, often guided by a chosen few that are
believed to be able to go beyond their human limitations and to serve as transcendental
messengers between the gods and humankind.
Their role as priests or shamans is to reenact iconic transcendental experiences or to perform
transcendental abilities in religious gatherings.
As someone that grew up religious and attended religious ceremonies till my teenage years, I was
always curious about this fantastic infinite reality that I was only hearing and studying about.
As much as I tried to force my imagination and to visualize it, it always seemed impossible to
give infinity any shape or form, leaving infinity a word without a tangible meaning
This tension between the infinite and the finite was one of my main interests during this program.
I tried to create a space that might not precisely depict infinity but would be able to give it a
certain feeling or sense. The research about it made me realize the difficulties that are embedded
in the Aristotelian logic that we currently live by, translating the world into mathematical terms the number 1 signifies only 1 and couldn’t be 2 or 3 or 0. All we perceive is based on a difference,
choosing between what seem to be opposites: light or dark, good or bad, feminine or masculine,
etc…
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However, developments in the study of gender and in quantum mechanics from the last 20 years,
gave me an insight into a reality that allows non-binary definitions and a non-linear description of
time, giving me ideas and tools that could represent infinity by finite means. Although our
experience depends on a constructed frame, it is flexible enough to be stretched and manipulated
by adapting to a new way of thinking and by experiencing a broader reality. It could be that
oppositions are not a necessity to our perception but prejudice that clouds it.
Using mainly video and sound as a medium, I wasn’t sure how to create a space that would feel
so infinitely inclusive with such specific tools and such a specific personal approach.
The first idea was to play with the notion of dichotomy by creating a complementary relationship
between the two opposites.I wanted to connect two ends of a linear spectrum into a loop.
In most of the first year, I created sound works that were based on loops to create a meditative
atmosphere that could take the listener outside of the linear perception of time. I tried to use
these recordings as a soundtrack to video clips that would convey the same repetitive ambiance.
Additionally, I was thinking about other elements that would deepen the flatness of the video
projections by creating more points of attention in the space. I was searching for a repetitive
mechanism that could be performed by actions, dance, or objects.

Creating infinite variations. May 2019

The main result of these series of experiments was a small performance that I named Heaven in
which a performer would create live sounds while watching a live broadcast from NASA’s
Youtube channel. In this work, I wanted to juxtapose the specificity of a human being with the
vastness of the footage from outer space.
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The first element to connect between these two distant points was the sound of the performance
which was composed of the sounds from NASA’s space station alongside the terrestrial sounds
that were made by the amplified actions of the performer. Wearing all white with no shoes on,
the performer would eat, drink, and play a vinyl record of Hendel’s Messiah using only his bare
feet. And while doing all that, he would fascinatingly watch the broadcast without acknowledging
the audience or the passing time of the performance.
The second element was the distance between the projected broadcast and the sofa on which the
performer was seated. The idea was to locate the audience between the projection and the
performer, in the space between the subject of observation and the observer. By doing so, I
wanted to keep a movement in the audience’s focus. Standing in the middle of the space,
between the two sources of sound, I hoped the audience will constantly change its focus between
the performer and the projection, based only on the preference of each individual spectator.

Heaven. December 2019

All the components of Heaven were based on dichotomies like infinite and finite or sacred and
secular, and I wanted to connect these dichotomies by blurring the hierarchy that they imply.
Although the record player was playing religious music it was placed on the floor alongside other
elements. The infinite outer space and the finite human being were both located and mixed as
two equal sources of sound.
What I learned by performing Heaven a couple of times, is that blurring a hierarchy doesn’t mean
neglecting it. Although I wanted to create equality between all the components of the
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performance, the audience needed a certain hierarchy to orient itself inside this composition.
Since human perception depends on a frame, not considering the frame at all might confuse the
audience and affect their engagement with the performance. The freedom to locate themselves
and to choose their focus made them too restless to focus on anything. In order to communicate
better with the audience, clear scenographic relations should be established, but the frame that
these relations form could be flexible enough to alternate the hierarchy in the space. By creating
several options that are clear enough for the audience to choose from, the audience might feel
free from hierarchy.
Another possible way to approach infinity in finite terms is to think about a chain reaction, an
event that creates infinite ripples that continue beyond the specific time and space of the event.
This thought led me to experiment with Generative Art which is based on autonomous systems
that could transform in time a human input by an algorithm, biological systems, or robotics.
A good example of this approach would the work The Event of a Thread by the American artist
Ann Hamilton. This work is composed of a field of swings that invite the spectators to interact
with the work and with each other, exploring the sense of balance.
The swings are suspended 70 feet in the air, operating a network of ropes that are attached to a
colossal white curtain. The curtain divides the large space of Manhattan's Park Avenue Armory
and it looks like a big and majestic marine creature. Its movement is created by the movement
and the location of each swing.
This work creates a network of media, activities, and different states of being. It offers the
spectators to take part in it in a variety of ways that correspond to each other and create a sense
of unity. Some choose to use the swings, others could seat in a comfortable spot to watch the
movement of the curtain or to pay attention to the sound and to the texts that were located all
around the armory.
Experimenting with the relations between the elements of a performance made me understand
that infinity could be conveyed in the gap between recognizable objects. I started to focus on the
range of possibilities that exists between opposites instead of finding ways to avoid oppositions.
Although I am still very inspired by different religious depictions of infinity my research made me
stop looking for the right image or the right object to illustrate it, and I began to consider more
proportions, juxtaposition, and interaction as an expression of infinity.
What could give infinity a relatable meaning is, in fact, the empty intervals between meanings.
It is the presence of the empty space that gives the function of a vehicle. Clay is molded into a vessel. It is the empty
space that gives the function of a vessel
5

Tao Te Ching, Chapter 11
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Ann Hamilton - The Event of a Thread - Manhattan's Park Avenue Armory, 2012
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Divinity
Perhaps the biggest challenge in recreating a religious ritual in a non-religious context is replacing
the supreme beings, whom sacraments and prayers are usually dedicated to, with a non-religious
substitute.
Surely I want to create a religious experience that brings people together, heightens awareness,
and transcends human limitations but my artistic aspirations are not dedicated to any god or
goddess. I don’t want to worship a specific deity nor to invent a new one.
However, the presence of a supreme being seems to give an intrinsic value to a religious
experience. First, The characteristics of the specific god construct the characteristics of the ritual,
the domain, role, and symbols of a god will be translated into the performed elements, like the
visuals, actions, and duration. Second, If we consider a religious ritual as a call directed to the
supernatural, god would be the call recipient. And by being the recipient, a god would be also the
source of hope that all wishes, sacraments, and prayers could be answered.
So what constructs a religious experience outside of religion? And what could we lay our hope on
in a godless context? These questions led me to think about modern acts of worship and about
the space we give them in our daily life.
Modern society is often accused of material idolatry and superficiality, putting money, social
status, and personal goals at the top of its priorities.
Social critics like Guy Debord, who lived through the global rise of Capitalism of the mid-20th
Century, claims that mass media caused the decline of being into having, and having into merely
appearing6. Meaning that life is no longer lived directly, but it is mediated by owning commodities.
The relations between these commodities eventually replace relations between people, degrading
social relations to be based on the appearance of commodities, on a materialist spectacle.
In this respect, Debord sees the role of marketing to be equivalent to the role religions used to
have in the pre-media era. By spreading the right images, marketing is triggering a religious
devotion and even ecstasy that fuels consumerism.
These remarks seem to be even more relevant in current times when the market is constantly
filled with new smart devices. A religious devotion could be seen in the urge to upgrade and to
buy an updated device every couple of months, equipped with the latest features. The addition of
sensors, cameras, and a connection to the internet makes current commodities not only items
with a desirable appearance but also commodities that shape our appearance and our
environment. We alter and experience reality through digital representations of places, people,
and of ourselves, produced and shared all over the internet.
6

Debord 1967:17
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Considering the way it constructs social relations and most of our interaction with the outside
world, the internet can trigger religious connotations and even some allegories to divinity.
As a non-material and infinite source, the web is the closest thing we know to be omnipresent,
omniscient, and omnipotent. It is everywhere, it has answers to most of the questions we can
think of, and it is a very powerful tool.
The access to the internet in any given moment bends the boundaries of the space we navigate in,
and it makes the space we perceive to be less grounded in material limitations: By the use of
social media, messaging applications, and live streaming services we no longer depend on the
physical boundaries of our bodies, and we can virtually exist and communicate in several places
simultaneously. Other applications and websites allow us to learn new information, clouds are
extending our memory, and we can order almost any possible service online.
The dematerialization of our actions and our environment is also a great source of confusion.
The average users usually don’t have a profound understanding of the mechanism of the internet.
They send an input, receive the output, but are often not aware of the process in between. This
limited understanding gives the smart devices and the internet an attribute of a Black Box, which
in the world of computing and engineering is a term that refers to a device with an unknown
mechanism.
This lack of knowledge that could create almost a religious awe about the functionality of the
web, could also create fear and superstitions like the current hysteria about the spread of the 5G
cellular network. The conspiracy theories and the rumors about the harm that this network could
do led people around the globe to protest against it and to even condemn it ritualistically by
burning their phones.
It seems like the understanding of scientific mechanisms that outdated the religious explanations
of nature, is the same understanding that is lacking when it comes to the use of the latest
technology.
I tried to explore the characteristics of the web as a mysterious, infinite, and social environment
for my work. I wanted to see how virtual platforms are already being used for religious purposes
and how They could be used to deliver spiritual ideas and feelings.
First, I got fascinated by online religious ceremonies. As much as I used to think of religious
communities as traditionalists, I discovered that online ceremonies are not only permitted but
commonly used, especially among Christian and Hindu communities.
It seems like online attendance is as valid as physical attendance for these communities, and they
mostly offer this option to stay in contact with distant members or to open their community for
the general public. An interesting feature of these online ceremonies is the comment section,
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which is usually included in live stream platforms, and the way it is used during the ceremony. It
gave the online attenders a bit of ghostly presence as if they are hovering voices of spirits or past
community members.
My favorite kind of online ceremony is the live streaming of Christian altars that are filmed in
churches every day for the whole day. In this case, the image on the screen is mostly still,
capturing only the subtle movement of candle flames or the wind on a piece of fabric.
In these live streams, the ceremony seems to be initiated by the comment section, where people
write blessings, prayers, or attach links for religious materials.

Religious Community of the Alagad ni Maria - live feed. April 2020

I liked the idea of a religious experience that is conducted by a community, or by what is
described as virtual collective consciousness7 - internal knowledge or beliefs that are shared by a
plurality of individuals on social media.
I started to experiment with creating live-streamed rituals, trying to convey the same monumental
stillness from the altar live streams. Combining the video and sound loops which I described in
the previous chapter, I wanted to create a meditative atmosphere with repetitive elements that
would sound and move like a prayer or a mantra.
After having a couple of live performances on my Facebook page, in which I played
self-composed religious music, I realized that to activate the virtual collective consciousness I
need to frame the performance with a certain theme that would trigger reactions from the
audience. I also decided not to perform from my account but from an anonymous account on
Youtube, giving a sense of mystery about the origin and the cause of the ritual.
After having a research about religions and cults on the internet, I thought that a bit of mystery
would create more attention in such a superstitious environment.
7

Marzouki Y; Oullier O. Revolutionizing Revolutions: Virtual Collective Consciousness and the Arab Spring . The Huffington Post
US, July 2012.
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It appears that anonymity not only created some attention but also encouraged people to use the
comment section more openly.
I decided to use this insight to create a live-streamed confessional, in which people could confess
their sins publicly. Thinking of using religious terms in a non-religious environment, I created
this event as a question of what could be a sin on the internet, where not everyone shares the
same religious or cultural background.
To keep the confidentiality of the audience, it was stated in the description of the live stream that
no evidence is going to remain from the live session, and the video will be deleted.
Complete anonymity from both sides of the virtual curtain made the confessional an open stage
for mockery, fantasies, and several wild stories that I, of course, won’t quote here. Despite the
variety of stories, all the comments in the comment section seemed to be based on a morality
that is rather global than religious. And whether these stories are completely or partially based on
the truth, It was interesting to create a performance with people I don’t know and I probably
never meet.

Visuals for live feeds. April 2020

We seem to have a deep trust in the web, which isn't based on faith in a deity but faith in
something bigger than us, in the collective human consciousness that formulates this technology.
All the content we can reach online is, after all, a human-made content. All the questions, the
doubts, and the needs we express upon the Google search bar are the same ones others have
expressed before us. What we might discover in any simple online search is not only information
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but a deeper connection with people that we have never met before. People from different
cultures, religions, and countries that in one way or another, their life experience has intersected
with ours.
In that sense, there is something divine about the way the web connects us and includes all
possible sides of humanity. Even though it creates social relations that are based on
representations, the internet could make us realize that we share much more than we would
expect with strangers and that we all take part in shared human space.
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Serenity
Regarding the human perspective as a flexible frame, I was researching during this program for
practical ways to stretch it. Besides the attempt to represent a broader reality in a fabricated space,
I was interested in ways that could also broaden daily life reality, outside of a temple or a theatre.
I first got introduced to the term “Deep Listening” in the summer between the two years of this
program. For a couple of weeks, I was listening extensively to the records of Pauline Oliveros
and her Deep Listening Band from the mid-nineties, trying to wrap my head around the concept
and the practice behind deep listening.
My first impression of this music was that it sounds like a search. Instead of performing a written
musical piece or improvising musical variations on a certain theme, Oliveros’ music seemed to be
played from a state of response. As if she is wandering around on a musical scale - taking a
couple of steps forward, examining the place she got to, and responding to it with a couple of
more steps.
The foundation of deep listening is the attention paid by the listener.
While the ability to hear is physiologically processed by the ears, listening is more of a mental
process that is operated by the mind, allowing the listener to pay attention to specific sounds that
were picked up by the ears.
In that sense, attention is used as a sound filter, letting into the mind the relevant sounds and
keeping out all the other sounds that exist in a specific space. From the sounds of the average
household’s electrical devices to the subtle and permanent sounds of our nervous system, we are
surrounded by a much broader sonic field that we usually don't listen to, since our attention is
mostly directed towards sounds that we find to be more relevant to our daily life. Attention is
what differs between music and noise, front and background, relevant and irrelevant.
What adds depth to the experience of deep listening is the ability of the listener to adjust their
attention and to open it up for more sounds than it usually allows in.
Instead of being guided by our instinctive attention to the topmost relevant layer of audible
content, the idea behind deep listening is to dive deeper and to guide our attention to the less
noticeable layers.
In her book8, Pauline Oliveros offers deep listening exercises that are based on religious practices
like Chi Kung and meditation.
Among medical and social uses, these religious practices are traditionally used to develop a
8

Oliveros P. Deep Listening: A Composer's Sound Practice. iUniverse, 2005.
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mental state that is called in Buddhism Samatha which could be translated as “tranquility” or
“serenity”. This particular mental state of total acceptance is achieved by a daily practice of highly
focused self-observation, which similarly to deep listening, is based on directing attention and
being aware of it.
While serenity is used in religion to connect with a higher self or with the divine, Oliveros is
using this receptive mental state to be fully present in the space she is playing in. By directing her
attention, she plays in response to environmental conditions, allowing the space to influence her
music with its physical, emotional, and political aspects.

Experimenting with sound and stillness. February 2020

The approach to space as an integral part of the creative process inspired me to experiment with
it beyond my work with sound, to the practice of Scenography.
I started to use the black box not only as a space to exhibit my work but also as a studio space.
With its seeming emptiness, the black box offers a perfect space for the emergence of new ideas
and reflection. Although it is still bounded in material form and reality, the dark empty studio
allows me to encounter infinite possibilities, I could come up with thoughts and ideas in a much
clearer way than in any equipment filled studios that I have used before.
Getting into a deep listening state in the black box, made me realize that no space is empty of
meaning, or as Dorita Hannah claims, The empty room performs9.
Once there is a spectator present in an empty space they load it with meaning, the emptiness is
being used as a mirror for the spectator to reflect their imagination on. Practicing serenity and
9

Hanna D. 2018
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embracing the empty space with all the possible attention could be a way to experience infinity
and to create from a greater totality.
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Integration
During most of the second year of this program, I was trying to merge the concept of the
scientific black box with the black box that is used for Theatre. The idea was to create a
performance space that is receptive to input and capable of giving an output but keeps the inner
workings of the performance unknown. The bigger the contrast between the input and the
output, the bigger the dramatic tension could be.
I first started to work with objects that I collected or made, assembling them into hybrids of
technological devices, religious objects, and musical instruments. By creating such assemblages I
wanted the audience to encounter something that is recognized as an object of worship of some
sort, but its technological appearance and the way it's used in the performance doesn't connect it
to a specific religion.
The space of the performance was designed to embrace the use of these sacred devices by giving
them an elevated location like an altar, making them the center of the space and of the
performance.

Sausage pendulum. November 2019

At the beginning of the second year, I visited a smart house, an environment that is almost
completely responsive, due to sensors and cameras that are installed all around it.
Although I knew very well that the automation of in that space is based on a digital network, this
house felt a bit haunted as if it is being operated by some invisible presence. This visit made me
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think of temples and the way they convey a connection with the divine.Similarly to smart houses,
temples amplify the presence of their visitors, making them feel acknowledged in the house of
god.
I decided to use these relations between the temple and its visitors in my work and to merge the
interactive tools that I made with the space they are in, creating an interactive space.
It led me to series of experiments with responsive and conductive materials, from tin foil to
wooden panels that were connected to microphones, I looked for ways to amplify the steps, the
breath, and any physical trace of those who are present in the space.

Audience reactions. November 2019

What was particularly interesting in those experiments was to watch the people that entered the
interactive spaces that I made. What was common between all of them was their process of
studying the environment and understanding how their presence and their actions creating the
output of the space.
First, they entered the space with not much of an introduction, hearing sounds that they didn’t
necessarily think as the result of their actions.
After a few minutes of free movement or after they detected the location of sensors in the space,
the spectators started to have a certain idea of their impact. This eventually triggered them to
communicate playfully with space, as if it was a big musical instrument.
Once the connection between the input of the spectators and the output from the space was fully
established, the playing became more structured. Some movements and actions were repeated
and became deliberate in order to receive a specific output.
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This playful process of articulating the unknown could be linked to rituals and thus, to the origin
of theatre. According to several theories, theatre is originated from games and the playful
instincts of humankind, a phenomenon called the Ludic Impulse. Early forms of theatre like the
Greek Satyr plays are based on humor and on playful actions that were used to mock and
destabilize social boundaries. These clowning acts seem to derive from magical games10 and the
role of the shaman, which was regarded in early societies as the mediator between society and the
unknown.
These ideas changed my attitude towards the religious experience I want to create. They showed
me that without a religious and strict structure, going beyond oneself could be something free
and spontaneous, allowing the individual to follow his instincts and to tinker the unknown by
himself.

Experimenting with synthesizers, movement and responsive materials. March 2020

I find tinkering to be a key element also in my creative process, especially in times when the
process feels stuck or too monotonous.
It is mostly done by introducing my working habits to an unknown toll or alternatively, to try and
work differently with a tool that I normally work with.
For example, most of the sound works that I created during the first year were based on no-input
mixing, a technique that turns any sound mixer into a chaotic musical instrument. By connecting
the output of a mixer into one of its inputs, it is creating a feedback loop that generates tones

10

Mcluhan M.by Kuritz P. 1988:19
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that could be manipulated. However, this technique makes the sound behave unexpectedly which
requires attention and ongoing learning of the improvised instrument.
I see tinkering as the outcome of deep listening, as a response to what could be revealed once I
am truly present with my work and commit to following my intuition.
This method made me learn a lot about my own behavior and the way I construct my work and
my daily life actions into personal rituals. It made me realize that as much as Scenography
constructs all that is around as, most of our behavior is based on kind of rituals - a repetitive
behavior that was proven to serve us according to personal beliefs, feelings, and ideologies.
An artist that often combines ritualism and psychology is Alejandro Jodorowsky. In his latest
movie Psycomagic, an Art That Heals he created a series of theatrical and poetic acts that were made
to address the sub-conscious of the performers, their non-articulated part, to free themselves of
psychological blocks.
By playfully creating events that involve dedicated actions, spaces, and costumes, Jodorwsky aims
to integrate the known and the unknown sides of the performers' psyche and to overcome karma
and personal traumas. And as he claims: Art only has a deep meaning if it heals and frees the
consciousness.11
His artistic goal and the way he uses so creatively religious imagery and rituals, made Jodorwsky a
big inspiration for me. His work made me understand that in order to communicate spiritual
concepts, spirituality has to take a relatable human form. As much as I aim to create an
experience that would be able to transcend the human limited perspective, humaneness has to be
incorporated in my work in order to truly communicate.

Alejandro Jodorowsky

11

Psycomagic, an Art That Heals. 2019

Jodorowsky A. Interview by Biesenbach K. MOMA Live, 2017
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Afterword
Standing on the bare ground,--my head bathed by the blithe air and uplifted into infinite space,--all mean egotism
vanishes. I become a transparent eyeball; I am nothing; I see all; the currents of the Universal Being circulate
through me; I am part or particle of God.12
This document is a result of two years of research in which I looked for ways to frame my work
and to find a shared essence between the different tools, points of interest, and aspirations that I
have gathered after several years of studio practice.
During the program, I found the right channels to communicate my work with the world outside
the sealed environment of my studio. By adapting to a new environment and new working
methods, this program gave me the opportunity to reconsider and refine my working process and
my thinking patterns.
The first new approach that I have incorporated into my work is the way Scenography creates an
experience. Before I came to this program, I was mostly creating representations, depicting
feelings and concepts on two-dimensional surfaces or in three-dimensional objects.
Those works usually meant to be experienced in the environment of the white cube, a neutral
space that enhances the substance of a work and creates semantic relations between different
works.
On the other hand, the work in the black box dictates an experience that is combining the
dimension of time, bringing the representation to the present moment. The black box is not a
display space but an event that unifies all its contained elements under phenomenological
relations, bringing different media and different tools under one shared essence.
I adapted myself to this environment by trying to become more present in it, giving priority to
the feeling of the totality instead of analyzing its components.
I used the unifying nature of the black box to organize my thinking process, which is very
associative and often chaotic. I started to feel the relations between my thoughts instead of
speculating a conceptual connection between them, using the sense of absurdity or eclecticism in
my work.
The second approach that I have incorporated into my work, and the conceptual basis to the
topic of this document, is spectatorship.

12

Emerson R. W. 1836:4
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Considering an external eye and mind in my working process isn't only a necessity to create an
experience, but a thought exercise that kept me busy during most of the program. I found
something spiritual in the possibility to think and feel beyond my physical body and mental
structure, disconnecting myself from the sense of self and being able to observe something as
personal as my work from an external perspective. By trying to transcend my sense of self, I
came to explore the religious experience - a formulated transcendental experience.
Considering spectatorship in my work and combining it with my interest in spirituality, led me to
think of my work as an experience that not only involves another eye and mind but also another
soul. A particle of an essence that is shared between the artist, the spectator and the
environment.
My attempt to transcend the perspective of the spectator is not an attempt to overcome his
human nature but to reconnect his human nature with nature. To use the black box to create a
truly unifying space that brings together the spectator and the environment, the known and the
unknown.

Christopher Pearse Cranch - Illustration of Emerson's transparent eyeball metaphor ca. 1836
1838
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